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Bandsaw Safety Rules 

 
 

1. Students should keep their fingers and hands at least two 
inches away from the blade when cutting. 

 
2. The saw guide should be adjusted while the machine is shut 

off to about 1/8” above the stock being cut. 
 

3. The upper and lower guides should be adjusted properly. 
 

4. Stock will always be supported against the downward 
thrust of the saw blade. 

 
5. If the blade should break or an adjustment loosen, shut 

the machine off and tell the instructor. 
 

6. Do not stand to the right side of the band saw when 
running.  A broken blade tends to release in that direction 
and could cause injury. 

 
7. Refrain from the urge to clean away small blocks of scrap 

near the blade while the blade is in motion. 
 

8. If the blade binds, turn the machine off and carefully back 
the blade out of the wood without damaging the blade. 

 
9. Do not back a blade that is binding out of the saw with the 

machine running or the blade in motion. 
 

10. Use relief cuts to prevent binding. 
 

11. Keep your mind and your eyes focused on what you are 
cutting and do not allow yourself to be distracted. 

 
12. A cracked blade will click when running.  It is about to 

break.  Turn the bandsaw off and tell your instructor. 
 

13. Do not try to stop a coasting blade by making a sharp cut 
that will pinch the blade or by putting a block of wood 
against the blade.  Allow it to coast to a stop on its own. 

 
14. Be certain that there are no hidden objects in the wood, 

like nails, that could damage or ruin the blade. 
 

15. If a saw is equipped with a brake, use it carefully and stop 
slowly. 

 
16. Do not reach across or behind the blade when cutting. 

    
      17.The revolving blade guide should not spin until wood is   
            being cut. 


